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Hello again everyone, here is another instalment of banality, absurdity, and insanity. I must
open this edition by mentioning an anecdote I read about the US Transportation Security
Administration ‘full body scanner’ policy on US flights. The head of the TSA claimed
passengers’ refusal to use the scanners and request full-body pat-downs instead would cause huge
delays and problems over the Thanksgiving travel holiday – the biggest travel holiday in the US
calendar. This ‘wasting everyone’s time’ warning generally turned out to be unfounded but the
scanners remain controversial. I read a story about a female veteran, also a victim of child
abuse, who was wearing a sanitary napkin during the full-body scan. She said that as the
security personnel could not see her ‘full body’ – obstructed by the napkin – they forced her to
receive a full-body pat down, which she found invasive and left her weeping with her memories
of the abuse she had suffered in the past. (She had also indicated the napkin was ‘camouflaged’
(which I took to mean, military colour splotch pattern, and I’m not sure what it was made out
of). When the punters read all of this, they asked if tampons were also going to cause a problem
for security personnel, as they could not ‘see’ the item in the scanners. All I could think of was
that terrible misprint in that local rural newspaper I mentioned way back in Issue 6 – an entire
‘security administration’ can now quite probably mistake an ‘IUD’ for an ‘IED.’
And on that bombshell (I’m sorry, it really was too good to resist, wasn’t it?)…

The Truth is Stranger Than Fiction by contributor Anthony S.
Now is the time for considering presents. For me, I like to build things, you know, anything from
Airfix kits upwards. I have thought carefully about kit cars and even kit planes. But how about
building your own kit Enterprise? Hmm, now there’s a challenge. A few million tons of titanium:
check! Phasers? Well, we will just have to do with lasers for the moment: Check! Transporters?
Well, someone has managed to transport photons, that’s a start: Check! Engines. Hmm, now
that’s a tricky one. Hydrogen thrusters are fine enough. But an anti-matter power core?
Antimatter has been around for a while now. Scientists have been making antimatter particles for
years. Unfortunately, once a particle is created, it tends to very quickly bump into matter,
annihilating both itself and the matter it bumped into with a flash of that energy that I would like
to power my kit Enterprise with. (Yes, it is true, scientists have been eating away at the matter of
this planet with antimatter for years!) What I would like to do is have that antimatter stored so
that I can use it on demand. There is no point in having a one hundred mile particle accelerator
loop to provide the antimatter needed to power my four hundred meter long ship. (Note that the
latest Enterprise to be seen on screen carries a thousand crew members and is nearly a kilometre
long, compared to the original 408 crew and just over 400 meters long.)
So back to the original Enterprise plans and what do I find, magnetic bottles storing antimatter!
Now where am I going to find some of those? Why, Aarhus University in Denmark, of course!
Where else? Professor Jeff Hangst is a collaborator on the Alpha anti-hydrogen project. Not only
are they trapping antimatter, but they are trapping it long enough for positrons and antiprotons
to come together, all of this in a strong magnetic bottle. Fantastic! My kit Enterprise building
guide says that the engines are powered by Deuterium and Anti-Deuterium, perfect! They are
already making my fuel for me!
But wait a minute, something’s wrong here. Professor Gerald Gabrielse of Harvard University
claims to be the first to propose the ‘magnetic bottle.’ I am not so sure. As early as the Original
Series episode ‘Errand of Mercy,’ there was talk of antimatter pods. The Next Generation
Technical Manual fleshes out these pods, describing them as ‘Magnetic Confinement Pods.’ So
you see, Star Trek writers first proposed the method of antimatter storage long before this socalled 2002 breakthrough.
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But I guess we ought to be grateful that science is finally starting to catch up. There may even be
an admission of inspiration in Professor Gabrielse’s closing words on the subject: ‘It shows that the
dream from many years ago is not completely crazy.’ Why, thank you, professor. Glad to know you
think so highly of us dreamers! Now, where did I put that epoxy resin…
Many thanks to the BBC (http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-11773791) for alerting me
to this story and to Memory Alpha (http://memory-alpha.org/wiki/Antimatter_pod) for helping me to
remember our dream from many years ago.

Tyne and Relative...
A review & photos of Dimensions convention (12-14 November 2010, Newcastle on Tyne) by Glenn H.
Earlier this year, I decided it was time to do something I hadn't done since long before the TV
Movie aired - in fact, right around the time the independent feature Shakedown: Return of the
Sontarans came out - go to a Doctor Who convention! A lot has changed since then - four Doctors,
the rise of Big Finish, the demise of low-budget independent films starring Who actors, the end
of the New Adventures, the rise and fall of the BBC novels, The Curse of Fatal Death, Scream of the
Shalka... The list is endless, but the Fitzroy Tavern goes on.
It's sad to say that the convention scene has changed
a lot since the mid-90s - there seem to be far fewer
events, and a lot of the bigger ones have vanished,
too. Fortunately, Dimensions (which began in 2001
as Dimensions on Tyne) is still going strong, running
every year over Remembrance Weekend in
Newcastle. Although organised by Tenth Planet, the
Hyde Fundraisers - who ran two Remembrance
conventions in 1993 and 1995 - are still a strong
presence, turning up with a contingent of costumed
characters to raise money for charities including
Children in Need. And since my good friend Victoria
was going, too, I knew it would be a fun weekend no
matter what happened. I actually put in a couple of
hours minding her table in the dealers' room, and had
a good time talking to passers-by and other dealers one of whom actually had a set of the legendary Tom
Baker bathroom tiles for sale!
Having decided over the summer that I actually quite fancied heading up to Newcastle for a long
weekend in the company of other fans (and dropping by my sister's place afterwards for a day or
two), it was with no small amount of trepidation that I caught a train on the Friday lunchtime.
I'd got a good deal on the train ticket in advance, and - under the misapprehension that the
Holiday Inn was full - booked a slightly cheaper room in the Travelodge. Unfortunately, Google
Maps couldn't decide whether the two hotels were in the same place or several miles apart down
unlit, unpaved country roads! As it turned out, they were actually next door... though I only
found that out after a couple of hours in the arctic chill of Newcastle in mid-November, waiting
for Victoria's coach to get in so we could share a taxi. It was at that point I learned that the
Holiday Inn still had rooms available; it just showed up as full online because they were blocked
out for the convention, and I should've called anyway rather than checking first. Oh well - that's
a lesson learned for next year.
Having made it to my hotel despite the best efforts of the bitter northern weather to finish me off
before I'd even left the city centre, I decided to register for the weekend and check out the Friday
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night schedule, which was rather more sparse than I'd expected - a pub quiz, and a disco.
Unable to find a team for said quiz, I settled for people-watching in the bar. This probably
would have been a lot more successful if I'd known some of the other people there, because there
was a lot of catching up going on. As it was, I missed Rob Shearman's scratch team storming to
victory, but enjoyed the ‘extended-family’ atmosphere. Hopefully next year I'll be mingling and
catching up with familiar faces. As it was, Paul McGann swept through the bar, bowing and
waving theatrically; I had to resist the urge to shout ‘Perfumed ponce!’ in his wake. The disco
pretty much died before it had even started, and I decided to get an early night to face the fullyloaded Saturday programme.
I learned two other really important things about Tenth Planet conventions on Saturday. One is
that you always want extra autographs - and by the time I'd got the few extras that I wanted, I
probably would have been better off buying a more expensive membership package! The other is
that the coffee club events, which are pretty marvellous and a very intimate occasion to chat with
your favourite celebrities, are a lot more affordable than you'd imagine. I thought the auction
format would make it impossible for me to have coffee with Paul McGann, and so didn't even
try to bid, but it didn't sell out and attendees only ended up paying a fiver. That's a lesson I put
into practice the Sunday, when I was lucky enough to join quiz-winners and raffle-winners for
afternoon tea with Sylvester McCoy, Daphne Ashbrook and Yee Jee Tso.
A fair chunk of the weekend was spent standing in queues in the autograph room. Surprisingly,
this is a really good way to socialise and meet new people - not only are the volunteers managing
the queues a warm and wonderful bunch of people, but most other attendees are happy to strike
up conversation whilst indulging in our most popular national pastime. (Queueing, not Doctor
Who fandom!) First-time attendees, seasoned
veterans, happy couples, authors, cosplayers,
trading-card manufacturers, parents with Whoaddicted kids... all merrily chatting away first thing
in the morning, waiting to strike the first names off
our lists. Having caught Yee Jee and Daphne, I was
just about to leave when Paul McGann made
another grand entrance, and managed to get near
the front of the queue. I only had a ten-minute wait
- but by the time I left, after a brief chat and being
allowed to play with his new, WETA-crafted sonic
screwdriver, there must have been well over a
hundred people behind me. Incidentally, that sonic
screwdriver and the rumours about a new costume?
- that's all down to the guy who organises the
Armageddon event in New Zealand, who thought it
was about time to get some new promotional
photos done. Talks are ongoing, but that's the
story. It's not the BBC, it's not Big Finish, and it
may not even become official - though if it does,
Paul has a fantastic blue leather version of a navy
pea-coat already fitted, again by WETA. You heard
it here first, folks.

In fact, all of the guests were absolutely fantastic – not just those who held court in the autograph
rooms or on stage, but also the hard-working creative talents from Big Finish and Hirst Books. I
had a lot of memorable conversations with Tim Hirst about future projects and an idea I’m
hoping to pitch; with Lisa Bowerman about working in audio, the technical differences between
different amateur and professional set-ups, being an Apple addict, and playing Scrabble at the
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dealers’ table; with Nick Briggs, who graciously agreed to be interviewed about the Audio
Visuals; and with writers Nev Fountain and Rob Shearman, each of whom shared their
perspective on creativity, the written word, and mutual friends. I resisted the urge during the Big
Finish panel to tease Nick about his numerous pseudonyms during the Audio Visuals days by
asking if he was going to hire Samuel Flint or Arthur Wallis in the near future (‘It’s a shame,’ he
said later, ‘I would’ve enjoyed that!’). There were some brilliant panels over the weekend – Nev
Fountain and Rob Shearman being delightfully silly while the other Big Finish team members
talked about future plans, Jake McGann discussing how he got into audio acting and playing the
Doctor’s great-grandson, and the TV Movie cast discussing how they find it very disconcerting to
watch themselves on screen. Autograph hunters also had the chance to meet new Big Finish
companion Beth Chalmers, Matthew Waterhouse, and scriptwriters Andrew Smith and Keith
Temple.
Saturday was rounded off with a brilliant half-hour documentary on the work of the Hyde
Fundraisers, including their two conventions, the productions of their play The Trial of Davros,
and the numerous charity collections and events they’ve been involved in. A good number of
their members had been on hand over the
weekend, wandering around in costume
for photographs and rattling buckets. After
a break for dinner, comedian Charlie Ross
– something of a convention stalwart –
had the audience rolling in the aisles with
a brilliant observational set, and then got
us all singing along with a heavily Rocky
Horror-influenced tribute song about our
favourite Saturday night, science fiction
TV show… Unfortunately, as the band
took to the stage, the creative talent
rapidly evaporated, and the audience
equally rapidly disappeared in the general
direction of the bar rather than suffer their
execrable cover versions… The disco, I
gather, died a similarly ignoble death!
[Shoulda got Paul Condon to deejay… – Ed.]
The Sunday session was comparatively quiet, and I spent a fair amount of it chatting to fan
author Karen Louise Hayward, who has recently published a memoir of her autograph hunting
days, and artist Steve Caldwell. I also had the chance to make a clean sweep of the autograph
room, catching up with Sylvester McCoy, Colin Baker, Nicola Bryant, and Peter Cushing’s
companion Jennie Linden. It’s unfortunate that Paul Darrow pulled out some weeks before, and
even more so that Mary Tamm just couldn’t make it on the day. There were more panels,
including a smaller offering from Big Finish, Nicola Bryant reading from Nev Fountain’s latest
mystery novels, and film-maker Ryan Hendrick showing off his twelve-minute fanfilm Besieged. I
should add that this is only a segment of a much larger project in the works, in which a newlyregenerated Doctor faces off against a classic Hollywood sci-fi monster on a deep space research
vessel (and that's as spoiler-free as I can make it!). It’s quite slickly and professionally made which, considering its shoestring budget, is no mean feat, especially when they've been using
rental props and wardrobe items, filming wholly on location, and even engaging a theatrical
armourer. Ryan, fortunately or otherwise, was also around to step in and join Matthew, Colin
and Daphne at short notice when Charlie Ross’s anarchic panel game ‘Who I’ was short a
contestant. I’m not sure Charlie should be allowed around family audiences, but he certainly
kept the game moving and the crowd laughing – despite vulgarity, profanity, and an attempt to
orchestrate all four contestants and the audience into a rendition of the Doctor Who theme with
feet, kazoo and slide whistle! [Ugh, Eric Winstone flashbacks! – Ed.] And to top it all off, afternoon
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tea - an hour of chatting with a group of fans and three warm, wonderful actors who shared
stories on everything from their views on suicide to when stunts go wrong. We've all heard the
story of the time Sophie Aldred nearly drowned - well, Daphne can top that, having nearly been
blown up by pyrotechnics and getting hypothermia from a whole day in a fake and unheated
jacuzzi! Sylvester was also kind enough to tell a few stories about his late stunt double and stunt
co-ordinator, Tip Tipping, who was actually a friend of my father's in the late 70s. And that was
it... convention over, quietly, gracefully, but in the best of ways. I spent another hour or so
chatting to other fans in the bar, and then it was off to face the ordeal of a nice roast dinner, a
night on the sofa, and two very friendly cats!
Did I enjoy myself? Absolutely – despite feeling out of my depth at times, and not getting around
to everything I would’ve liked to have done (more workshops and panels would've been nice). It
was a very different experience from the conventions I’d done 15 years ago, in part due to being
able to relax in the bar with a pint and chat away with fans, dealers and writers. But as you get
older, I think you view the guests differently – perhaps no less special or no less admired, but a
lot more relaxed; realising that they’re human and with other things to discuss than that script
they wrote in 1981, or one movie out of their whole career. It was brilliant to make some new
friends; if you’ve never done a convention before, why not? I know I’ll be going again next year –
and I may even be volunteering!

CraigyFerg and the Doctor Who Lawyers of Doom
I was just as thrilled as a lot of other Americans to find out that Craig Ferguson was going to do
a special Doctor Who-themed edition of his chat show, The Late Late Show. Unfortunately for
him, he had to do his Doctor Who-themed edition of the show without the Doctor Who theme, of
which he made quite a bit of angry ranting about. The way Ferguson was bleating on and on
about how he had a fantastic dance number rehearsed for the Doctor Who sig tune and how five
minutes before the show started his producer said they didn’t clear the song, it seems fairly
genuine that this is exactly what happened and it wasn’t a big joke or ruse. If I recall correctly,
finding the publishers and owners of the Doctor Who theme is, in fact, a bit of a job to do (even
for a persistent geekoid like myself), so I imagine the producers probably had a bit of a job to find
the right organisation handling the rights in the USA. I even remember that back in the mists of
time I tried to help answer a forum question on the-then BBC Online Doctor Who forum about
this very thing. Warner-Chappell Music was what I remember seeing on one of my many Doctor
Who music compilation CDs of yore, however I do think it’s an MCPS (Mechanical-Copyright
Protection Society, now part of PRS) song. So it was either 1) not finding the right people or 2)
not wanting to pay the fees.
Anywho, Ferguson had a whole bunch of folks in various 60s-looking costumes (including a
black man in a blonde beehive wig and a Tom Baker scarf (see photo) – truly strange and bizarre)
that were all going to do a big dance number to the tune. The programme opened with the
whole group of them gathered together in their not-quite litigation-probable costumes that didn’t
actually correspond to any characters from Doctor Who. It was likely that CBS was afraid that the
Beeb is/was just as protective of the properties as Paramount/Viacom is of the Star Trek
properties (Viacom owns 30% of CBS Corporation…). Now, if the sig tune ownership is a little
murky puddle, well, the ownerships of the characters are a giant marsh of epic proportions
worthy of Jedi Master Yoda himself (Bill Baggs, anyone?)
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Craig’s face like thunder, menacingly playing with his sonic screwdriver and informing the
audience they hadn’t cleared the theme tune…
Case in point: the prominently-featured Dalek also didn’t talk, so no doubt paying the Nation
Estate via the Hancocks was also going to cause a problem if they had to get Nick Briggs in to
make the Dalek talk (not that they would get Nick anyway of course). C’mon, CBS and
Worldwide Pants coulda sprung the dosh on one or the other! (BTW lots of clips are up on
YouTube, apparently not blocked in the UK, so go have a look round!)
STOP PRESS! Here is a link to the cut intro – using the Orbital version of the theme, no less!
http://www.tinyurl.com/craigyfergintro

Art by Gary M.
Gary M. made the following very impressive image. This pic is so large I had to give it a whole page! For the
print recipients: let me know if you want the colour version via email! Here is what Gary had to say about it:
It started, as most things do, as an idea.
As a Doctor Who fan, I'm always putting original pictures together, usually based on a TV story.
But then I had an idea of using Doctor Who as an homage to the Beatles' Sergeant Pepper album.
I'd already done something similar as a fun thing for friends, but this was going to be bigger.
And if you think that this is all computer-generated, as in moving an image behind or in front of
another, then you'd be wrong. I compiled this by printing the images, cutting them out with
scissors and pasting them down onto a sheet of A3 paper with a Pritt Stick! I certainly spent a
few late nights working on it, that's for sure. Would I update it now that Matt Smith is the latest
incumbent in the TARDIS? Maybe, but I'm in no rush just yet.
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Requiem in Pacet
Irvin Kershner – director of The Empire Strikes Back, my favourite of the trilogy.
Bernard Matthews – passed on Thanksgiving Day, also known as Turkey Day. Of course in
the USA the most well-known brand of turkey is Butterball, and we are known to eat whatever
sort of meat we want on Christmas Day; we tend to like roast beef in my family. Anyway, in
honour of his memory, here are the best anagrams of his name:
Bad Warmth Enters
New Smart Breadth
Damn Shrew Batter
Warmest, Then Drab (sounds like a turkey)
Term Hewn B*$t@*d (he must be a Congressman)
Wham’s Tent Barred (that would have been an interesting Glasto)
One my Esteemed Colleague will enjoy: Shrewd Tat Barmen (Banter Draws Them, y’ know)
And my personal 2 favourites, combined: Shrewd Batter Man Threw Meat Brands
And of course:

‘I just want to say good luck … we’re all counting on you.’ (My heartfelt goodbye, Leslie)
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Post Script …
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